Aspect-level analysis of sentiments contained in a review text is important to reveal a detailed picture of consumer opinions. While a plethora of methods have been traditionally employed for this task, majority focus has been on analyzing only aspect-centered local information. However, incorporating information from non-local neighbor aspects may capture richer context and enhance sentiment prediction. This may especially be helpful to resolve poor prediction due to ambiguities in review text. The context around an aspect can be incorporated using semantic relations within text and inter-label dependencies in the output. On the output side, this becomes a structured prediction task. However, non-local label correlations are computationally heavy and intractable to infer for structured prediction models like Conditional Random Fields (CRF). Moreover, some prior intuition is required to incorporate non-local context. Thus, inspired by previous research on multi-stage prediction 1 , we propose a two-level model for aspect-based analysis. The proposed model uses predicted probability estimates from first level to incorporate neighbor information in the second level. The model is evaluated on data taken from SemEval Workshops and Bing Liu's review collection. It shows comparatively better performance against few existing methods. Overall, we get prediction accuracy in a range of 83-88% and almost 3-4 point increment against baseline (first level only) scores.
Introduction
The voice of consumer is growing stronger. With numerous platforms now available for providing reviews, consumers find it easy to share their opinions and sentiments about a product, service or other subjects. Thus, it becomes essential to analyze such reviews in order to identify consumers preferences and grievances. Sentiment analysis for consumer reviews (or general text) is a prominent research area. Such analysis can be done on various levels -global (collection of text), sentence-level (where sentiment is assigned to one full sentence) or aspect-based. In Aspect Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA), the problem of interest is to estimate sentiment associated with a specific aspect within a review. An example is given below, Example 1. The movie had a brilliant + story. The location was awesome + and I must highly praise + the camera-work. However, I have to differ regarding the acting. It is hard to comprehend XYZ's style in such a role. Her on-screen presence is not the usual; I have to say, her act left me in a very bad − mood. The rest of the cast was ok o ...average o at best.
Here, the text in bold marks aspect and italic text marks sentiment-indicators. Also, (+,-,o) underscore notations indicate positive, negative and neutral sentiments, respectively. Usually, there can be one or several aspects within a single sentence. The sentiment associated with any aspect can mostly be inferred by checking the terms associated with it (e.g., awesome -location). However, this may not be very 1 (Krishnan and Manning, 2006; Hoefel and Elkan, 2008) This work is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http:// creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ beneficial if the statement is ambiguous. For e.g., 'I have to differ regarding the acting' does not clearly indicate any sentiment on its own. Such ambiguities may be found frequently in reviews. Due to varied styles of different review writers, use of uncommon (even obscure) terms or phrases, terms or phrases conveying conflicting sentiments, or even due to limited data, a prediction system may be expected to mis-classify sentiments. One way to identify such ambiguities is by using prediction confidence scores (discussed in Section 4.2).
While addressing ambiguities, it may be assumed that there generally is some inherent flow in the sentiments. A review may have elements of discourse, such that, discourse-markers 2 like 'and', 'also', 'but' etc. can be used to identify sentiment flow or transition. Such terms may or may not be explicitly used, but presence of flow can be assumed. This idea of flow is not new. Recently, Sentiment Flows have been studied by Wachsmuth et al. (2015) . They incorporated flow information while predicting global sentiments and also identified some frequent types of flows (Wachsmuth et al., 2014) . Analysis using sentiment flow requires neighbor information. Here, a neighbor can be local or non-local. In Example 1, initial sentiment flow is positive. Then, the flow is broken by However and the sentences that follow are ambiguous. Towards the end, very bad mood sets a negative polarity towards act. For multiclass classification, it is difficult to predict sentiment associated with acting just from information of its local neighbors (style and camera-work). It is important to incorporate distant aspect act's sentiment to approximately predict the negative shift in mood. This task can become more complex with more involved semantics (such as in reviews by expert critics).
The neighbor-dependencies can be holistically modeled by also considering correlations among polarity labels, thus making ABSA a structured prediction task. Previously, modified version of Condition Random Field (CRF) classifier has been proposed to predict local sentiments (Mao and Lebanon, 2006) . However, while CRFs perform well for local dependencies, they may not be very suitable in standard form for ABSA after we consider non-local neighbors as well because inference over long-range would be expensive (Kazama and Torisawa, 2007; Krishnan and Manning, 2006) . Moreover, we believe it would also be beneficial to incorporate textual terms surrounding local and non-local neighbors as input features. This would be difficult without some pre-intuition about non-local neighbor sentiments, lest the the input representation itself becomes complex.
To address these issues, we propose a two-level model for ABSA. The proposed model first performs classification using a baseline set of features. Based on this, the probability estimates are obtained which give indication about ambiguities, as well as, preliminary information about neighbor sentiments. Another classifier on top of this uses the local and non-local neighbor information (first-stage probabilities as well as textual terms) for prediction. In this paper, we discuss a preliminary work on this model. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The structure used for internal representation of reviews is discussed in Section 3. The classification model using SVM classifier in both stages is discussed in Section 4. Further, in order to test a linear-chain CRF at second stage of our model, an independent experiment is performed using available CRF software. The CRF experiment uses different setup from SVM+SVM model and thus it is not meant for comparison with SVMs, but for independent evaluation. This is briefly discussed in sub-section 4.5 . An evaluation of the models is discussed in Section 5.
Related Works in ABSA
Three major steps in ABSA are aspect-term extraction, category detection and polarity estimation. There have been significant amount of work in these areas. Major work related to ABSA has appeared in SemEval Workshops 3 . Some notable contributions in these workshops discuss good practical methods for aspect and category extraction (Brun et al., 2016; Khalil et al., 2016; Toh et al., 2016; Saias, 2015) . A lot of work has been done on aspect extraction, however, we would like to focus our discussion on sentiment prediction. The basic form of sentiment analysis at sentence-level or aspect-level uses local context of an aspect for input feature representation. Some notable works include that by Nakagawa et al. (2010) who use dependency-tree structures to model local word interactions; Choi and Cardie (2008) apply inference rules for polarity reversals. Moreover, deep learning methods have also been explored for aspect-level (Wang et al., 2015) and sentence-level (Socher et al., 2013) analysis by exploiting vector representations of aspect-related terms. Discourse information has been very much favored to expand the context around sentiment targets. Discourse-based analysis has been profoundly covered in some previous works (Somasundaran et al., 2009a; Somasundaran et al., 2008; Somasundaran et al., 2009b; . These works cover different types of discourse relations, in detail, for sentiment analysis. Polanyi and Zaenen (2006) discuss valence-shift over sentences due to discourse markers. It is also natural to consider discourse for sentiment flow, as will be discussed later in this paper. Discourse has been used to model neighbor relations as well. Pang and Lee (2004) have explored the consistency of sentiment between neighbors. Also, Zhou et al. (2011) use the sentiment consistency or contrast as constraint on polarity assigned to neighbors. Lazaridou et al. (2013) encoded discourse relations into their supervised classifier's input features. Similar techniques are used in our model, however, for both local and non-local context. Apart from relational structures within text, it is also beneficial to model correlation among polarity labels. An important work in this direction is by Mao and Lebnon (2006) who introduced a modified CRF model to predict ordinal polarity labels. Wachsmuth et al. (2015) follow this work and discuss sentiment flow adaptability across domains. They also discuss ideas to constraint the label sequence lengths. The grouping method discussed later in this paper is inspired by their work. However, these works are still constrained to correlations between adjacent labels only. Some of the notable and relevant work exploring long distance (non-local) information are: work by Somasundaram et al. (2008) on opinion target relations and its application as constraint on predicted sentiments; work by Zhang et al. (2013) on using discourse relations as constraints for Markov Logic Network; and of special interest is the work by Yang and Cardie (2014) who incorporate discourse and coreference constraints into Posterior Regularization (PR) of a CRF. The works discussed above use some form of discourse or coreference relations for feature embedding or inference constraints. However, while we use discourse markers to separate aspect context, we do not restrict neighbor feature embedding based on discourse only. Instead, we propose a two-level model with a base level prediction from which a probability distribution over sentiment labels can be obtained. This serves as an intermediate intuition about sentiments. Using this, at second level, we sample important non-local neighbor units to embed non-local context into input features. Thus, such sampling is not necessarily restricted to presence of coreference or discourse. However, following the work of Yang and Cardie (2014) , it would be interesting to explore the use of CRF at second level with PR constraints involving base level probabilities.
Review Representation
In this section, we discuss the structure of a review in the form of a graph of aspect-centered nodes.
Review Structure
A review can be modeled as a non-directed graph of connected aspects and sentiment nodes. The graph is depicted in Figure 1 . For simplicity, the sentiment values are not shown as separate nodes but included within the aspect nodes. We define following attributes of the review graph:
• Aspect-Units (or Units): A Unit U is a node in review graph, and the basic entity which bundles the parameters associated with an aspect. Formation of units is discussed in Section 3.2 U : (aspect-terms; related-terms; sentiment information)
• Groups: A group G is a cluster of continuous units with similar sentiment. In Example 1, under the assumption of sentiment flow, "The movie had a brilliant + story", "The location was awesome + " and "I must highly praise + the camera-work" can be grouped under positive sentiment category. Similar grouping applies to other sentences or phrases as well. Consider the polarity sequence in Example 1, PPP-XXX-NOO, where P is positive label, N is negative, O is neutral and X ambiguous. After the grouping mentioned above, we consider that labels marked in bold can represent the polarity of a group of same sentiments. Henceforth, these will be referred to as terminal labels. A group G contains information about the cluster of units as, 
Type Markers
Additive and, or, also, therefore, furthermore, consequently, thus, as a result, hence, subsequently, eventually, in addition, additionally, moreover, as well as Contrast though, although, however, but, despite, yet, still, nonetheless, nevertheless, in spite G (polarity; count; distance) Thus, polarity sequence in Example 1 can be reduced to this form as G(P;3;1)-G(X;3;0)-G(N;1;1)-G(O;2;2). Here, distance is taken from ambiguous group.
• Links: A Link L is a connection between two units or groups or a unit and a group. A link may or may not contain information about the sentiment flow. 
Aspect Unit Formation
In order to form a unit, the terms in a review related to an aspect are extracted using parse relations. We use Stanford Parser (Marneffe et al., 2006) for this purpose. Consider following sentence : The rice was of fine quality but very salty. Also, dessert was a bit expensive. However, service was brilliant. A selective approximate parsing is shown in Figure 3 . Here. but is an internal connector. Also and However are terminal connectors. Using the dependency relations, the units can be formed as follows: U 1 : {The rice was of fine quality but very salty}, U 2 : {dessert was a bit expensive}, U 3 : {service was brilliant}, with connections as: U 1 -(Also)-U 2 -(However)-U 3 . Also and However become part of the Links.
Classification Model
The overall sentiment prediction process is divided into 2 stages: Base Prediction and Level-2 Prediction. Consider a feature set described for each aspect unit as φ(U i ) = ( φ 1 , φ 2 ...φ m ), where U i is the i-th aspect unit in a sequence and any φ j is a feature. Thus, input consists of a set φ = { φ(U 1 ), φ(U 2 ),...,φ(U N )
}. The aim of first stage or Level-1 prediction is to obtain an intermediate set of sentiment labelsP = { P (U 1 ),P (U 2 )...P (U N ) } along with probability estimates for each. These predictions are used to form groups and sample neighbor information to be added to each input vector φ(U i ) for final prediction. We discuss our model with-respect-to 3 class classification (positive, negative and neutral) below.
Baseline Features
These are aspect-centered features formed using text surrounding a given aspect term(s).
Sentiment Scores : The scores of sentiment-indicator terms are aggregated into feature sets, φ 1k (U i ) : (score positive , score negative , score neutral )
Here, k indicates kth type of score-set. We use five score-set types (3 from lexicon corpus + 1 keyword-based + 1 neutral terms) as discussed below:
Sentiment Lexicons from external corpus: Bing Liu's lexicons (Bing Liu, 2012) , MPQA subjectivity clues (Wiebe et al., 2005) and SentiWordnet (Stefano et al., 2010) lexicon corpus are used to obtain scores. Bing Liu's and MPQA corpus provide binary scores (positive: 1, negative: 0). These are used as binary features. SentiWordnet provides a range of scores for positive and negative categories.
Category Keywords: Apart from lexicons available in the external corpus, there may be terms which convey sentiments relative to categories. For e.g., the acting was cheap conveys negative sentiment while the price was cheap is positive despite the same term cheap. Such keywords are extracted by dividing the review data into category-specific documents and obtaining TF-IDF scores to identify frequent keywords and corresponding sentiment types. Frequency thresholds of min:0.3 & max:0.8 are set, based on best performance in our experiment.
Neutral terms: Several terms which occur in neutral sentences are not scored in external corpus. These are extracted by identifying frequent words or bi-grams in a collection of neutral sentences. The most frequent ones used in this paper are: 'average', 'normal', 'simple', 'okay', 'ok', 'not great', 'nothing great', 'mediocre', 'not good', 'decent', 'as expected', 'reasonable', 'moderate', 'typical', 'alright', 'fair'.
The score assigned to each sentiment-indicator is also subject to negation. In case of negation, binary scores are simply reversed. For SentiWordnet scores, negation is made in proportion to the scores as: pos = pos + . Here, pos and neg are positive and negative scores, respectively. A significant work on negation problem has been done by Zhu et al. (2014) .Moreover, a unit may contain multiple sentiment terms. Thus, the scores are aggregated and normalized. However, as discussed in Section 3.2, the terms within an aspect-unit may be connected by discourse markers. The simplest strategy that can be used is to weigh the sentiment-indicators' scores according to their position in a unit and their relation with discourse markers .
Bi-grams formed using terms in a unit. Bi-grams around negation terms are taken separately.
φ 21 (U i ) : (bi-grams around negation), φ 22 (U i ) : (other bi-grams),
A binary feature for aspect-category type can be used (if category has been extracted). This feature has minor effect (Table 3) .
Local Context window: sentiment score features from previous and next aspect units. φ 4 (U i ) : {φ 11 ...φ 1n }(U i−1 ) and {φ 11 ...φ 1n }(U i+1 ) (n=5 in this case)
Level-1 or Base Prediction Model
Base prediction is performed using feature set {φ 11 ...φ 1n , φ 21 , φ 22 , φ 3 , φ 4 } (n=5 in this case). The distribution of features is non-linear as well as high-dimensional and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with Radial Basis Function (RBF) 4 kernel is well-suited for this task due to its high-dimensional mapping and good margin. We use classifier from scikit-learn SVM (SVC) package 5 . A set of primary prediction labelsP = {P (U 1 ),P (U 2 )...P (U N ) } (N = no. of aspects in a single review) is obtained from the base model using confidence scores over the c classes (c=3 in this case).
Confidence Scores or Probabilities
The scikit-learn SVM package provides two methods to obtain such scores 6 . First is the predict_proba function which provides probability distribution over different classes based on multi-class variant for Platt Scaling (Wu et al., 2004) . Second is the decision_function which indicates the distance of input points from the hyperplane (or decision boundary). The prediction method (predict) of SVM uses decision_function. Platt Scaling based estimation may cause disagreement between outcome of predict function and the obtained arg max (predict_proba). However, in the experiments, we found that arg max (predict_proba) always corresponds to true class label when prediction is strong (high probability assigned to one class). When the classifier fails, the probability values across different classes have small separation (section 4.3). Thus, we stick to Platt Scaling (predict_proba) and obtain following:
proba(U i ) : {l 1 , l 2 , ..., l c }, gives probability distribution (summing to 1) over c classes, such that,
Ambiguity Criteria
As discussed in Section 4.2, proba values are used as confidence scores for base predictions. The ambiguous units are identified using proba by detecting low difference between any two probability values (low confidence). Following criteria is used for detection,
In our experiment with 3-class classification, we set T1 = 0.20 and T2 = 0.33 based on observations made on available data. 7
Level-2 Prediction Model
Having obtained proba values, the final requirement is to predict polarity label set P = {P(U 1 ), P(U 2 )...P(U N )}. The process of Level-2 model training and prediction are discussed below.
Training Firstly, in order to incorporate local and non-local neighbor information, the neighbor units are grouped as described in Figure 4 . Assignment of ambiguous unit's sentiment to a group is avoided here. This ensures that neighbor information consists of high confidence values during final prediction stage. After grouping, feature set F(U i ) is produced for a unit U i as follows: f 1 : list of G(polarity) values for max. 3 groups before unit, f 2 : list of G(polarity) values for max. 3 groups after unit. If unit U i lies within kth group G k , then the group is temporarily divided into Figure 4 : Group formation using level-1 predictions. 
These features are used to train a SVM classifier.
Prediction
The prediction on new data (or evaluation data) is made in a sequential manner (one-by-one). TheP and proba are already available at this stage.
The final output is the required polarity set P = { P(U 1 ), P(U 2 )...P(U N )}.
Experiment with CRF
In this paper, we have focused on method to incorporate non-local context information into input representation of aspect units. However, such method makes i.i.d assumption for output labels. Under sentiment flow property, there must be correlations between polarity labels as well, both adjacent and long-distance. Devising an efficient structured prediction model using long-distance dependencies is beyond scope of current work and is kept for future. Instead, we experiment with simple linear-chain CRF to get a glimpse into its performance on review text. CRFSUITE (Okazaki, 2007) is used to build a CRF classifier in python. This software provides an internal implementation of linear-chain (first-order Markov) CRF (Sutton and McCallum, 2010) . This classifier is used at Level-2 of our model instead of SVM. However, SVM is preferred as base classifier (Level-1) due to its maximum-margin advantage (Hoefel and Elkan, 2008) . For CRF (Level-2), features f 1 to f 10 are used. However, prediction is made over full sequence of output labels and features F(U 1 ) to F(U N ) are fed together. Thus, the grouping is done only once unlike that described in Figure 5 . For CRFUITE settings, LBFGS algorithm is used, with 'max_iterations' equal to 1000.
Evaluation

Experiment Setup
The data for experiment is obtained from SemEval Workshop (2016 Workshop ( , 2015 data-sets for ABSA (Pontiki et al., 2016) . The data is provided for Restaurant domain in English language and contains labels for aspect-terms, category and polarity. Additionally, data is also obtained from Bing Liu's Consumer Review collection (5 + 9 product data) 8 . This data is for Consumer Electronics (CE) domain, in English language, and has ordinal labels (-3, -2, -1, +1, +2, +3). For 3-class classification, (-1, +1) values are mapped to neutral, (+2, +3) to positive and remaining to negative class. The data divisions are given in Table 1 . Bing Liu's data 9 is divided into 70:30 ratio for training and evaluation. Also, data for number of transitions is given in Table 2 . While all reviews are used for experiments, reviews with more than 3 transitions are of special interest to study non-local dependencies. The SemEval -2016 training data is a mix of SemEval -2015 training & evaluation data. So, 2015 data is used only for comparison. The data-sets are not balanced; for e.g., in 2016 data, the proportions of pos:neg:neutral instances are 1:1/2:1/15, approximately. Thus, before training, the class weights are balanced in the SVM predictor. Aspect-categories are not provided in Bing Liu's data. Thus, the category related baseline features are dropped for this data. Two types of training and evaluation (or test) setup are used. In setup1, only base model is used. The base model is trained on entire training set after 10-fold cross-validation. Then, predictions made on the test set. In setup2, 10-fold cross validation is performed on the training set with base model. However, this time the proba values for each validation partition are saved. Finally, the proba values for all validation partitions of training data are available, so the Level-2 model is trained on the entire training set. The combined model is then used for predictions on test set. Similar process has been used for multi-stage prediction previously (Krishnan and Manning, 2006) The system is built using scikit-learn and NLTK (Bird et al., 2009 ) packages in Python 2.7. Parameters of SVM are set using Grid Search. For our experiments, C=100 and gamma in the range of 0.001 to 0.005 work well (gamma = 0.001 is chosen). RBF kernel is used and decision_function type is one-vs-rest. Before feeding into the model, the data is cleared of stopwords (using NLTK stopword list) and special Table 2 : No. of reviews according to terminal labels (i.e. no. of transitions in polarity).
characters. The data is also lemmatized and all terms converted to lowercase. Also, in order to reduce the size of feature set, only 2000 best bi-grams are selected using Chi-square function 10 .
Results and Discussion
The measure used for performance evaluation is the prediction Accuracy 11 . The results of evaluation are provided in Table 3 . The results for setup1 are listed under 'Base Model' and that for setup2 are under 'Base + Level-2'. For base model, it can be seen that bi-grams and aggregated sentiment scores are the most significant features. It is to be noted that discourse-based aggregation shows good improvement in accuracy. This is expected because discourse can inherently help in incorporating consistency, contrast or negation of sentiment over a sentence, which is difficult to achieve by simple aggregation rules. We believe that with more detailed use of discourse relations, the performance can be further improved. On top of the base model, the combined 'Base + Level-2' model shows higher accuracy scores. Thus, embedding non-local neighbor features does provide richer context information, thereby also resolving sentiments associated with ambiguous sentences or phrases. The performance of CRF (Level-2) in our experiment is below SVM (Level-2). This may seem counter-intuitive since a CRF should be able to model inter-label dependencies well. However, we wish to emphasize that the experiment with CRF is not aimed at comparison against SVM, but to check the performance of available CRF tool on review data. Firstly, the crfsuite library used for this experiment uses a linear-chain CRF model. If our intuition about non-local dependency holds, then linear-chain CRF should not be sufficient for a performance much superior than SVM. Secondly, the setup of SVM (level-2) is different from the input and output setup for crfsuite. For crfsuite, the full sequence of aspect unit features is fed as input, and full sequence of output labels is predicted at once. On the other hand, in the SVM (level-2) model we form new groups (or modify existing group information) as new labels are predicted. Thus, the context information provided as input changes as prediction proceeds. This is to include as much context information as possible during prediction. The difference in setup does not necessarily mean that CRF should perform below SVM, but it makes a definite comparison unfeasible. Devising a structured prediction method suited for non-local dependencies among polarity labels is kept as a future work. Such work would be more suitable to perform comparison between structured prediction and discrete prediction (i.e., with inter-label independence assumption).
The comparison of our two-stage model against few previous proposals is given in (Saias, 2015) 78.70 ECNU (Zhang and Lan, 2015) 78.11 Base (SVM) + Level-2 (SVM)
82.80
SemEval 2016 data XRCE (Brun et al., 2016) 88.12 IIT-TUDA (Kumar et al., 2016) 86.73 Base (SVM) + Level-2 (SVM) 87.30 Table 4 : Comparison against top-2 systems in previous SemEval workshops.
model performs relatively better for SemEval-2015 data. For SemEval-2016 data, the top-scoring system 'XRCE' shows better result. XRCE uses a feedback mechanism which provides information about feature relevance and cross-validation errors to the Feature Design step. We do not explore or replicate XRCE's design in detail. However, we believe that their feedback mechanism leads to more robust features and results in better accuracy.
Conclusion and Future Work
Concepts like Sentiment Flow and Discourse relations are important to address semantics of text for sentiment analysis. Such approach basically concerns with: (1) Incorporating local as well as non-local neighbor information as features and (2) structured prediction of a sequence of polarity labels with some constraint on correlation between non-adjacent labels. This problem needs to be approached in holistic manner. However, under non-locality assumption, the existing methods for structured prediction may become too complex. Moreover, relations like discourse and coreference can also be used to embed non-local context as features. However, it is important to extend this concept towards more data-driven approach. Thus, in this paper, we propose a multi-level model where a probability distribution obtained from first level can be used to incorporate non-local neighbor features, in addition to discourse, for further level of prediction. We show that multi-level model with non-local information can achieve some improvement in aspect-based prediction. The model evaluated on different data-sets performs in the 83-88% accuracy range. Nonetheless, it is important to explore more robust methods in theory and practice. The methods proposed by Kazama and Torisawa (2007) , and Collins (2002) provide good basis for this. Also, it would be interesting to explore CRF with Posterior Regularization constraints taken from first level predictions, building upon work by Yang and Cardie (2014) . Moreover, prediction can be improved by aggregating sentiment at sentence or phrase-level using discourse markers. The technique used in this paper is rudimentary. In Rhetorical Structure Theory, much intricate discourse relations have been proposed and there have been interesting works in this area exploring richer discourse concepts. Thus, in further work, we would expand the discourse relations used in sentiment aggregation as well as for linking aspect-units.
